
Method

Rainbows are fascinating and beautiful to look at! A�er seeing one decorating our sky and learning that 
children around the world are drawing chalk rainbows on footpaths to brighten other people’s days, we 
decided we wanted to join in the fun. Lo and behold though, no chalk could be purchased in any of our local 
shops! How could we use what we already have in the house to make our own chalk rainbow? It’s actually 
quite easy and a great lesson in both colour mixing and fluids. 

Depending on how many colours you wish to make, in di�erent 
bowls, mix roughly equal parts cornflour and water. This does not 
need to be an exact measure, in fact it can be a fun part of the 
exercise to �gure out what viscosity works the best for painting. 
You could use cup or spoon measures and record how much you 
are using, thus using mathematical skills to consider various 

Can you “undo” a colour change?
Do the colours look the same when it is dark outside? 
(hint: we need light to perceive colours well).
Do the colours look di�erent when painted on di�erent 
coloured surfaces?

Observations, conclusions, ideas

Equipment list
Cornflour
Food colouring
Bowls and spoons for mixing
Sponges and brushes for painting

measurements and proportions of water to cornflour. 
You will notice as you mix, the cornflour feels sticky and thicker or even solid. When le� to sit, the mixture returns 
to a more liquid state. This type of liquid is known as a “non-newtonian fluid.” That is, a fluid of which its viscosity 
(thickness) changes when the forces on it changes (the stirring). The more stress that is applied (stirring), the 
greater the viscosity. 
 
Add food dye to begin colouring your paints. Let the children decide how much of each colour they would like to 
add. What do they already know about mixing colours? Mixing two colours yields a new colour. Adding another 
yields yet another colour. Pause while mixing colours and consider the variations you are making. How many 
shades of one colour can be produced? Does mixing multiple colours always end up brown? Do mixed colours get 
darker and darker? Or is any mixed colour lighter than one of the initial colours from which is was mixed? 
Using your paints, get creative and decorate your nearby footpath or driveway! You can wash it o� easily with water 
or wait for the next rain to come and perhaps for a rainbow to grace the sky as well!

Rainbow chalk paint

A T  H O M E



What’s the STEM?

Every day children engage with optical phenomena. As well as light and vision, colour plays an important role 
in perceiving the world around us. Children o�en observe changes to colours such as ripening fruits or leaves 
as the seasons change. The colours that occur in nature and the colours we are familiar with in paints are 
called “object colours.” These consists of tiny particles (pigments) suspended in a medium (such as water). 
The particles absorb light and depending on what is absorbed, we see things in a certain colour. To be seen, 
an object must be illuminated. The light transmitted to the object is partly absorbed and party reflected. The 
reflected light enters our eyes and enables us to see it. 

Playing with “oobleck” (a name given to cornflour and water slurry) is a great exploration in and of itself. 
Children love to play with slime! This particular slime is fascinating. When mixing a portion together, you can 
form it into what looks like a solid, a ball in your hand (the increased stress from mushing it between your 
hands causes it to get thicker and act like a solid). When leaving the ball to sit (removing the stress), it will 
return to its liquid state. 

Some non-newtonian fluids work the other way and become thinner when stress is applied. Things like 
honey or tomato sauce for example. To get them out of the bottle you o�en need to shake vigorously to allow 
them to come out!

And here a fun and very easy Cloud Slime recipe!
This cloud slime smells amazing and feels like so� clouds in your hands! 
 

Extended learning

Ingredients Cloud Slime

750g  cornflour
500ml of cheap scented hair conditioner

Mix together well. If it’s too sticky, add a little more flour. If it’s too crumbly, 
add a little more conditioner. 
Add some food colouring to colour your slime or add a few drops of essential 
oil to increase the smell.
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